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Welcome to the World First Think 
Global Guide to Exporting – a 
collection of important insights 
into how businesses can maximise 
their performance by reaching out 

to new overseas markets and territories. Inspired 
by the contributions made at the inaugural Think 
Global summit, held in London in October 2016, 
this guide brings together the valuable learning 
and experiences of the key people behind export 
successes like Made.com, Bouncepad, Seraphine 
and Graze.com, with the advice of leading policy 
makers, analysts and experts covering the fields 
of business strategy, law, finance, economics, 
technology and more. And as the Trade Minister 
Mark Garnier makes clear in his introduction to 
this guide, exporting offers a world of opportunity 
for companies the length and breadth of Britain. 
Here at World First we agree: it’s time to seize the 
opportunity that exporting offers with both hands 
– the rewards are sure to follow.

P.03   Time to think Global 
Introduction by Mark Garnier MP,  
Trade Minister

P.03   Seizing the opportunity 
From dipping your toe in the water 
to first steps, business leaders 
discuss getting started

P.05   Exporting in the time of Brexit 
The prominent MP Ed Vaizey offers 
insight into the exporting landscape

P.05   How to follow the rules that count 
Managing the regulatory aspects of 
overseas expansion  

P.06   Navigating the risks of exporting 
Viewpoint by Jeremy Cook, the Chief 
Economist of World First

P.08   Achieving growth through exports 
Viewpoint by Jonathan Quin, CEO of 
World First

P.09   Making a plan for exports 
How to get your business match fit 
for exporting: key insights

P.10   Export your marketing 
Getting the web to work for your 
exports by Gori Yahaya, from Google

P.11   Made.com in Britain 
The path to success for Made.com 
was through exporting

P.13   Funding your export expansion 
Leaders in the sector offer their 
thoughts on funding options

P.14   Put exports at the top of the list 
Closing remarks by Sir David 
Clementi, Chairman of World First
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E X P O R T I N G 

INTRODUCTION

Time to think global

By Mark Garnier MP, Parliamentary Under Secretary 
of State for the Department of International Trade

Since the historic EU referendum, trade has hardly been out of the 
headlines – it’s finally getting the airtime it deserves.

A recent report from the Centre for Economic and Business Research 
suggests that 5% of SMEs intend to start exporting over the next five 
years. This is significant: it means they’ll contribute almost £34 billion to 
the UK’s balance of trade. But the other side of the coin is that only 5% are 
considering exporting. This is far too low and reflects a huge unfulfilled 
potential in the economy here in the UK. So my message is simple: I want 
all UK SMEs to know that there’s never going to be a better time to export. 
There is now an unprecedented level of support available to help you 
succeed overseas.

The biggest shake-up in Whitehall for generations has enabled the new 
Department for International Trade, my department, to finally put trade 
back at the heart of government policy-making. We will champion UK 
plc in every corner of the globe and build up a roster of export-ready UK 
companies from right across the supply chain. 

Importantly, we’re taking a digital-first approach to make exporting 
easier and simpler than ever before. The Exporting is Great campaign 
[the government’s exporting drive] has shown UK companies the vastly 
growing demand for UK products and services overseas. Slowly but surely 
we are removing the barriers to exporting that have stood for far too long.

Our future is outside of the EU, but at the centre of an interconnected 
world, ensuring the UK can enhance its ties both east and west. A world of 
opportunity is there for the taking and I urge British businesses to seize it 
with both hands. ■

This is an edited abstract of the speech given by Mark Garnier MP at the 
World First Think Global summit in London on 11 October 2016

REPORT

Seizing the opportunity 
From dipping your toe in the water onwards, business 
leaders offer insights for exporting success. With Jane 
Gomez, Cecile Reinaud, Charlotte Chung, Anthony 
Fletcher and Titus Sharpe

For all businesses the decision to export comes down to timing. 
That’s what Jane Gomez, managing director of the entrepreneur’s 
networking organisation, The Supper Club, believes. ‘When it comes to 
internationalising your business, timing is crucial. Too soon and you �
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5% of SMEs intend to 
start exporting over 
the next five years, 

according to the 
Centre for Economic 

and Business 
Research. This will 
contribute almost 

£34 billion to the UK’s 
balance of trade

Thought leadership: the World First Think 
Global Summit in October 2016 brought 
exports and experts together
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might not be able to support it – too late and you might miss the 
opportunity.’

For businesswoman Cecile Reinaud, Gomez’s co-panellist, exporting 
came ‘early on, thanks to e-commerce. ‘It’s a very easy way to test the 
water at a small cost,’ explains Reinaud, founder and director of the 
award-winning British maternity line Seraphine, which is now available to 
30 countries over its international web platform. ‘I think that’s the key to 
success for exporting. You can use Google for targeted, specific marketing 
campaigns and it enables you to see if, in foreign countries, there is 
interest in your product.’

Different markets require a different approach, adds Reinaud. ‘America 
is a notoriously difficult market to enter,’ she points out. ‘We did it there 
by building the brand with our online platform first, then we decided to 
make an investment by opening two stores in New York.’ In other markets 
such as Dubai and Hong Kong, which they judged to be rather different, 
they went down the franchise route – an approach endorsed by Charlotte 
Chung, policy advisor, the Federation of Small Businesses. She points 
out that good intermediaries can be very useful, ‘especially in high-risk 
emerging markets.’ More than that, she adds, ‘In Japan, for example,  
you need someone who speaks Japanese. Otherwise it’s not difficult  
to set yourself back by doing something wrong culturally.’ 

"There are so many issues but if you do things 
in an agile way, you can often direct the business 
on what are the key ways to grow in that market”
— ANTHONY FLETCHER, CEO, GRAZE.COM

For some, exporting comes as part of organic growth; that’s the 
experience of Titus Sharpe, co-founder and CEO of tech and digital 
marketing agency MVF Global. ‘We were approached by clients in the UK 
who asked us to do some work for them in the US or France,’ Sharpe 
recalls, noting that it was therefore ‘very low risk’. ‘Then we started 
looking at international markets and analysing where else we could  
go before actually opening our own offices in the US.’

As ever in business, insight is key, according to Anthony Fletcher,  
the CEO of the successful healthy snack brand Graze.com. ‘When we went  
to the USA, we did a minimum viable product [MVP] test from the  
UK,’ he recollects. ‘We had a US website and flew the boxes through 
international airmail. We measured 100 KPIs over an eight week period.  
It probably cost us a quarter of a million pounds, but we value that  
data so highly.’ 

‘My philosophy on international expansion is that you often get tripped 
up by the unknown unknowns,’ adds Fletcher. ‘There are so many issues 
but if you do things in an agile way, you can often direct the business on 
what are the key ways to grow in that market.’

Moreover, reacting to your overseas market, can bring dividends  
across the board, according to Chung from the Federation of Small 
Businesses. ‘On entering the German market one of our members had 
to change their product and ended up doing the same thing across their 
whole range – which improved their business.’

‘There’s no doubt about it,’ agrees Titus Sharpe, ‘being international 
helps growth. It’s also a good way of de-risking: making sure all your  
eggs aren’t in one basket with the UK economy.’ ■

DETAIL

£¼
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“We measured 100 
KPIs over an eight 

week period. It 
probably cost us a 

quarter of a million 
pounds, but we value 
that data so highly.”

Exporting craze: launched in the UK  
in 2007, Graze.com expanded to the US 
in 2013 and went into retail there in 2016
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VIEWPOINT

Exporting in the time of Brexit

By Ed Vaizey MP 

As a minister I saw what the government can do in practical terms to 
help small businesses. The Exporting is Great Campaign has been hugely 
successful and has turned our embassies into export engines.

But, as a remainer, I was worried about the economic consequences of 
leaving the EU. One of the main reasons for this is that the development 
of the digital single market should bring down barriers to exporting across 
Europe by harmonising regulation, reducing delivery costs and improving 
the level of trust around online payments.

In a post-Brexit Britain, I don’t want us to turn our backs on the 
European Union and risk losing the opportunities that the digital single 
market will provide – or the chance to influence how it develops. My 
message to the government is that we must, as far as possible, embrace 
the digital single market agenda and see that UK laws and regulations are 
harmonised with the European Union. Because today every business is a 
digital business. ■

This is an edited abstract of the speech given by Ed Vaizey MP at the 
World First Think Global summit in London on 11 October 2016 

REGULATION

How to follow the rules 
that count
Nicky Strong and Julian Hamblin from Bond 
Dickinson give 12 insights into charting the  
regulatory landscape when exporting

1.  It’s complicated enough to understand our own laws in the UK.
Exporting makes things even trickier, but a checklist and some 
common sense will help.

2.  Thailand has a law that applies specifically to snack food. Packaging 
of certain types of food must carry a certain message – but there isn’t
an equivalent in the EU. So know what applies to your product.

3.  Even if you know the law, you might not realise the implications of its
particular interpretation in each relevant country.

4.  Beware ‘dual use’. Particularly for tech companies: if your software
could be used for military purposes, for example, you may risk 
criminal investigation, fines and prison. �
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5.  Anti-bribery and corruption laws mean that if someone merely 

associated with your company is giving out back-handers abroad, it
could be an offence in the UK.

6.  Codes of practice matter. Even though they aren’t laws per se,
breaking them can land you in serious trouble. 

7.  When it comes to B2B deals, it’s often wise to stipulate the legal 
jurisdiction that applies to them. That can avoid confusion further
down the line.

8.  With B2C deals in the EU, the consumer enjoys the mandatory
protections of his or her home country.

9.  Protect your intellectual property. Do research, look for trademarks
and domain names and investigate the potential for claims.

10.  Watch your tongue. For example, the Toyota MR2, when translated
into French sounds a lot like ‘merde’.

11.  Create a checklist and get the right advice from specialist advisors
with experience in the relevant jurisdictions.

12.  Spend a little bit of money first. A small investment up front could
save you a lot in the long run. 

VIEWPOINT

Navigating the risks 
of exporting
By Jeremy Cook, Chief Economist of World First

The pound is probably the most political currency in the world. It 
certainly has been for the last five years or so, when we’ve seen dips in its 
value around the hung parliament following the 2010 general election, 
a wobble around the Scottish independence referendum, and now with 
the Brexit vote of 2016. Sterling has reached 24-year lows, on a trade-
weighted basis.

It might sound bad, but it is creating opportunity and I expect to see 
a transfer of wealth in the UK from importers to exporters, whose goods 
and services are more affordable for overseas buyers. If you want to make 
money in a post-Brexit environment, you have to focus on something 
outside the UK.

However, as soon as your business crosses a border, it takes on a 
currency risk. It reminds me of those kids who used to burn ants. The FX 
market is the sun, these risks are the magnifying glass and your business 
is that ant – don’t get burned.

The way you can mitigate those risks is to understand them – or let a 
nerd like me worry about them for you. 

Wider financial instability is obviously one of the key drivers of currency 
volatility. This year is the first time since 2009 that Greece hasn’t � 
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The euro has shifted 
from $1.46 to $1.21 
– a 15% move. That

kind of move can
make or break an SME, 
cautions Jeremy Cook, 

Chief Economist  
of World First
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dominated the news. Over the last few years you’ve been able to set your 
watch by the way movements in the Athens Stock Exchange have been 
traced by the value of the euro.

But the fact that they correlate well isn’t important. What matters 
more is the scale of the movement – the euro has gone from $1.46 to 
$1.21. That’s a 15% move – the kind of move that can make or break a 
business, especially an SME with tight margins and scant protection.

Commodities can be crucial too. Oil has become cheaper and the 
Norwegian krone has cratered. If your business was looking to invest in 
Norway, that decision might have become a little more difficult. 

You also have to think about what might go wrong in the next 12 
months. The fallout from Brexit isn’t yet clear. How does the UK economy 
navigate it? What happens to the pound? Will there be some kind of 
stimulus? We don’t know much yet about what the Trump presidency will 
mean either. (Although I actually think that the uncertainty will see the 
dollar rise – as it did in 2008.)

On top of that there are European elections in Holland, Germany and  
France as well as a referendum in Italy. That will put pressure on the 
euro. Then there’s China – still no one quite knows what’s going on, but 
emerging markets are tied to it. So whichever way it goes, they will follow.

Here are some things you can do as a business to help with FX and your 
exposure to risk:

l   Get visibility of your budgets. You won’t know for sure but estimating 
how many greenbacks you will need for the next 12 months, for 
example, can be extremely helpful.

l   Have knowledge of supplier terms. Know what discounts you can get 
and how long money can be on your balance sheet.

l   Be flexible. Going into the right market at the right time – according to 
currency fluctuations – can pay dividends.

l  Hedging programmes. Simply put: protect yourself from risk.

l   And finally, concentrate your energies on your core business. You do it 
and care about it because that’s what you’re good at. So why not let 
an FX specialist do what they’re good at? �
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The correlation between the price of oil and the Norwegian krone,  
or the Athens Stock Exchange and the euro, offers food for thought 
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VIEWPOINT

Achieving high growth 
through exports
By Jonathan Quin, CEO of World First

Now is the time to export. And not just because of the fall in the value 
of the pound. 

I believe that we’re living through a time that history will regard as 
the second technological revolution – the most concentrated period of 
change in the way we live, work, communicate and yes, trade. And it 
means that exporting is becoming easier.

But why should you do it? For me, it’s almost the same as asking why 
you should want to be in business and get that business to grow. Of 
course, it’s good news for you. Likewise, it’s good news for other people 
too.

By selling more of your product or services, you help the people 
who want it. You also benefit your staff (by creating management 
opportunities), potential new hires (by creating more jobs), the wider 
economy (which prospers from a virtuous flow of capital) and society 
at large – which gets tax revenue to spend on schools, hospitals and 
everything else.

At World First, we’ve found that having ambitious targets can be self-
fulfilling. For example, if you grow at 26% each year, your business will 
double in size every three years. At 38% per year, it’ll be five times the size 
within five years. Merely committing to a target like that tends to mean 
that things get done more quickly.

It might seem daunting, but if you start to break it down, things look 
more manageable. The first step would always be to optimise – to boost 
everything you can and be as efficient as possible. Then beyond that, you 
can begin to look at diversifying in three key areas:

1.  Your product:
A new product or bolt-on that gives you access to a new market

2.  Your customers:
Sell to a different category or type of client

3.  Your geography:
Start offering your product elsewhere, and boost your market
that way

Naturally, there are plenty of hurdles – logistics, regulation, shipping,  
language – but by breaking them down, you can put them in perspective. 

Another hurdle is risk – and more specifically, your own attitude to it. 
Often companies’ appetite for risk reduces over time. They abandon the 
approach they needed to start doing business in the first place and start 
shielding themselves, avoiding all risk.

I like the 70% rule. If you’re 70% sure you should do something, then 
do it. There’s a limit to how much time – and money – you should spend 
on research and analysis. If I took you to a casino that gave you a 70% 
chance of winning, you’d gamble all night – and you’d be right to. �
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26% 
“If you grow at this 
rate each year, your 
business will double 

in size every  
three years”

70% 
“I like the 70% rule.  

If you’re 70% sure you 
should do something, 

then do it ”
— 

JONATHAN QUIN,  

CEO OF WORLD FIRST
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You might lose sometimes, but you’d be up overall. As Facebook’s Mark 

Zuckerburg has said, ‘The biggest risk is not taking any risk. In a world 
that’s changing really quickly, the only strategy that is guaranteed to fail 
is not taking risks.’

My advice therefore, is to set the relevant time and resources aside 
and grasp the nettle. Even if the pound recovers, it could take some time. 
Wouldn’t it be better to have taken advantage of the moment when your 
goods were, comparatively, 20% cheaper to get things up and running? 
Think of it as a launch offer – for you and your customers. ■

REPORT

Making a plan for exports 
How to set up your business to export, with business 
voices Darko Atijas, Jesse Wragg and Tobi Schneider
We’re familiar with the idea of sportspeople being match fit, but if 
there is an equivalent for businesses that want to export – then how do 
they reach it? How do you make your business export-ready? 

‘There’s no denying it’s complicated,’ says Jesse Wragg, from exporting 
consultant InterCultural Elements. ‘As a seller, you need to ask yourself 
whether there’s a market for your product in a particular country, whether 
it’s legal to sell it there and then about all the steps that you’re going to 
have to take – translating labels, packaging and everything else. Then 
there are so many unknown unknowns.’ Wragg, whose InterCultural 
Elements helps exporters to sell their goods abroad via online 
marketplaces such as Amazon and eBay, advises first-time exporters to 
seek out assistance on how to avoid significant investments that might 
not yield returns. ‘Ask yourself, do we need a website in Italian, German, 
French and Spanish? Do we want to set up a shop in those countries? It’s a 
big cost to do that. Online marketplaces such as Amazon, eBay and many 
others can be a good alternative. You can get other people to sell your 
goods for you and find out if there’s a market for your products.’

“ Ask yourself, do we need a website in Italian, 
German, French and Spanish? Do we want to set up 
a shop in those countries? It’s a big cost to do that. 
Online marketplaces such as Amazon, eBay and 
many others can be a good alternative”

— JESSE WRAGG, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, INTERCULTURAL ELEMENTS

According to Darko Atijas, vice-president for Europe at shipping 
platform Temando, some companies are guilty of ‘hubris’ when they 
believe that a product or service will work in a new market just because it 
has done so elsewhere. That’s a mistake. ‘But,’ he says, ‘at the other end 
of the spectrum, so is over-preparing.’ As a rule of thumb he advises using 
just 15% of a research budget on the theory and spending the rest on 
real-world trials. ‘For learning, there’s nothing better than actually getting 
the product out there on the market. It’s really important to know your � 
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Risk outlook: Facebook boss and co-
founder Mark Zuckerburg believes that 
not taking a risk can be a risk in itself
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customers and the best way to do that is to get on the ground and get a 
feel for things.’

Atijas acknowledges the role of marketplaces, but adds that retailers 
in particular have to consider whether customers buying their products 
through those channels are likely to receive the ‘brand experience’ that 
they would expect. One alternative for companies looking to export less 
tangible products is to provide licences to international partners, who are 
then responsible for sales and marketing, and thereby take on some of 
the risk. It’s an approach that Temando has itself used to good effect in 
the UAE.

“ If you’re a small business, you have to be quite 
focused. For instance, the US is not really just one 
market. It’s essentially a continent with several 
countries in one. They talk English, but a lot gets 
lost in translation”

— TOBI SCHNEIDLER, CEO AND FOUNDER, BOUNCEPAD

For manufacturer Tobi Schneidler the key to a successful export 
strategy has been ‘focus’. His company Bouncepad makes what he 
describes as ‘basically the world’s most expensive iPad stand’ and 
supplies businesses including McDonald’s and Waitrose. For now though, 
it has been content to put the vast majority of its resources into the US 
and UK markets, and remains wary of over-stretching. ‘There’s so much 
opportunity,’ says Schneidler. ‘Especially if you’re a small business, you 
have to be quite focused. For instance, the US is not really just one market. 
It’s essentially a continent with several countries in one. They speak 
English, but a lot gets lost in translation.’

Asked by Neil Tunbridge of Pivot Commerce to provide one last insight 
for exports, Temando’s Darko Atijas cautions that you should ensure 
that ‘your management team is 100% committed. Everyone has to be 
all-in,’ he says. Export consultant Jesse Wragg points to ‘localisation. 
It’s not enough just to translate packaging and other information,’ he 
advises. ‘You need to completely re-do it.’ And Tobi Schneidler, reiterates 
his call for absolute focus, ‘especially if you’re a small company... and be 
prepared for the odd surprise.’ ■

ONLINE INSIGHT

Export your marketing
When you’re looking to export, getting the web  
to work for you is key, says Gori Yahaya, from Google 
Digital Garage, who offers eight insights  
to get ahead

1.  £1,900 per person, per year is spent online in the UK. That’s double 
what the average American spends, so now’s a good time to get into
foreign markets – before competition really hots up. �
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Niche export:  London-based Bouncepad 
sells iPad and tablet kiosks to retailers 
and public spaces in 50 countries
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2.  ‘Build it and they will come’ isn’t a philosophy that you should apply to

your company website. SEO matters, so help Google’s search bots by 
describing the content of your site (bots can’t see images) and make 
sure it’s optimised for mobile. 

3.  Take some advice and see how well you (or your developers) are doing
at optimising your site at: testmysite.thinkwithgoogle.com

4.  Find out what, when, where and how people are searching for stuff 
with Google Trends and the Consumer Barometer. Are there a large
number of searches for products like yours in a particular location? 
This could be a cue to target that market.

5.  Use the data you get to establish how you can give your customers 
what they want, when they want it and what’s the best way to 
communicate with them. You should also consider setting measurable
online goals that are linked to the wider goals you have for your 
business.

6.  Consider Google AdWords. The paid-for advertising can target 
consumers in particular localities and boost your site when people 
search for certain keywords at certain times of day. But you have to be
clued-up to make the most of it.

7.  Remember, no one knows exactly how Google works. Apart from 
Google. The company keeps the precise recipe of the secret sauce 
secret, although some advertising agencies are more informed than 
others. You can find a directory of partners that have taken a Google-
run course at: Google.com/partners

8.  Get free stuff. Namely training, by attending free sessions, which 
include insights into identifying and establishing new export markets
using online tools. Find out more at: g.co/thedigitalgarage 

� To see the original slides from Gori’s presentation, go to: goo.gl/JcHJFn

CASE STUDY

Made.com in Britain
The path to success for furniture brand Made.com 
was through exporting, explains the company’s 
founder Julien Callede

Since launching from an office in London’s Notting Hill with a staff 
of nine back in 2010, it’s an understatement to say that Made.com has 
really taken off. The business, which was founded by three entrepreneurs 
with the backing of Lastminute.com founder Brent Hoberman, now 
has 250 employees and sells its furniture in the UK, France, Italy, the 
Netherlands, Germany and Belgium. Considering the trajectory of many 
other companies in the aftermath of the financial crisis, you can see just 
how well they’re doing. �
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According to co-founder Julien Callede, the company’s first steps into 

international expansion were cautious ones. ‘We knew we had quite a 
big, complex business with four things we needed to learn. We are a 
design company, a furniture company, a supply chain company and we 
are an e-commerce company. So we said “no” for a while. But after two 
years of doing business, we decided that if we didn’t get a date in the 
diary to launch in a new country, we would never do it.’

Thanks to Callede’s French roots, heading to France first was the logical 
choice. In 2012 the business took on another French national to head up a 
small team and work from the London office. Made.com began trading in 
France in Q1 2013.

The next country on the list wasn’t so straightforward. Despite having 
an Italian media partner and lots of visits to Made’s Italian site, sales were 
disappointing. 

‘If we had done our very basic homework on the differences between 
France and the UK and Italy, we would have seen it,’ says Callede. The 
problem, he now knows, was that Italians can be reluctant to pay for 
goods upfront with credit card or debit card payments.

“ Germany is scary. German people are known 
to return their items two or three times more 
than other countries. They love to be sent an 
invoice, receive the items and then pay for  
them within 30 days”

— JULIEN CALLEDE, FOUNDER, MADE.COM

So despite the added complexity and risk, Callede and his team decided 
to allow Italian customers to pay by bank transfer within three days of 
having made an order.

In Germany, similar cultural problems arose. ‘Germany is scary,’ says 
Callede. ‘German people are known to return their items two or three 
times more than other countries. They love to be sent an invoice, receive 
the items and then pay for them within 30 days.’

Callede says a German friend explained the different outlook to him by 
saying, ‘In the UK or France, you buy things online. We don’t. We order   
things online and then we buy what we want to keep.’ 

Nevertheless, as with Italy, Made adapted to the local way of doing 
things and is now thriving in Germany too.

Callede has some concerns about the effect of Brexit and fluctuating 
exchange rates, pointing out that even items that are manufactured in 
the UK may rely on parts or services that must be paid for in US dollars. 
He adds, however, that his business has hedged its currency exchange by 
agreeing a set rate for the vast majority of US dollars it will need for close 
to a year in advance.

That should afford him and his co-founders the freedom to focus on 
their core business and continue to invest some of the $60m in funding 
that was raised last summer to aid its ‘aggressive’ expansion in Europe. 
Success it seems, Made.com, through exporting. ■
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Funding your export 
expansion
Sector experts Adam Tavener, Gordon Welsh, 
Rhydian Lewis offer a window into the world  
of export funding

When it comes to the variety of funding options, businesses ‘have  
never had it so good’. That’s according to Rhydian Lewis, CEO of peer-to-
peer lending platform Ratesetter, who says that his company and other 
new fintech businesses are offering a wealth of options that didn’t exist 
before the financial crisis.

Lewis adds that the fintech boom, which brought companies such as 
LendInvest and Funding Circle to the fore during a period of low post-
crash interest rates, is unlikely to be seriously hampered by a rate rise. 
He does, though, sound a note of caution by suggesting that not all new 
market entrants will be around forever. ‘I think we’re still in the early days 
of it,’ he says. ‘The Darwinian process is still playing out.’

“ There’s been an explosion in the types of funding 
available to SMEs, but funders have a duty to make 
sure that they’re doing things properly. Not every 
business should get funding”

—  ADAM TAVENER, CHAIRMAN, ALTERNATIVE BUSINESS FUNDING

Lewis’s optimism for businesses looking for funding is shared by Adam 
Tavener, chairman of Alternative Business Funding. ‘There’s been an 
explosion in the types of funding available to SMEs,’ says Tavener. Still, he 
warns that there ‘should not be a lowering of the bar. Funders have a duty 
to make sure that they’re doing things properly,’ adds Tavener. ‘Not every 
business should get funding.’

Tavener notes too that a lack of funding is often not the only reason 
why an SME with a viable export product can get stopped in its tracks. 
‘Lack of awareness of opportunity and lack of information about how to 
go about doing it,’ are more likely to be the cause, in his view.

Gordon Welsh, the head of business group at UK Export Finance, agrees. 
He points out that the vast majority of the 95% of non-exporting British 
SMEs have never heard of his organisation despite the fact that it could 
be their ticket to effective exporting. UK Export Finance, whose mission 
statement is to ensure that ‘no viable UK export fails for lack of finance 
or insurance, while operating at no net cost to the taxpayer’, is there to 
‘compliment the private sector, not compete with it’, he says. 

Tavener, whose organisation seeks to foster a collaborative approach to 
funding, stresses the continuing importance of traditional banks,  
which he says remain the most frequent first port of call and happily  
play the role of ‘convenor’ in bringing together ‘a blended solution’  
for funding SMEs. �
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Think Global Summit in October 2016 
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And while many banks have yet to get to grips with technology in the 
same way as fintech companies, Lewis concludes that some could soon 
prove to be among the best exponents of it. ‘Some people say that banks 
are dinosaurs,’ he says, ‘but then, the dinosaurs lived for thousands of 
years.’ ■

ENDNOTE

Put exports at the top 
of the list
By Sir David Clementi, Chairman of World First

For every company – but particularly for a small one – it’s crucial to 
prioritise.

I hope the content of this report has put exporting somewhere near 
the top of your list. The opportunities are certainly out there – even in the 
wake of a vote for Brexit. I wanted to remain, but we are going to leave 
and I recognise that we need to do so on sensible terms. 

I’m reasonably optimistic that some sensible deal for trading physical 
goods without significant tariff barriers will be reached between the UK 
and Europe. After all, the French and the Germans will want to continue 
sending their food, wine and cars to these shores. 

However, I’m rather pessimistic about the negotiations regarding 
financial services. 

In a world where politics will trump economics, we must prepare for the 
loss of passporting and steel ourselves to deal with every attempt by the 
EU bureaucrats to make it difficult for UK financial services firms to sell 
into EU territories. 

So, there are likely to be short-term difficulties, but in the long-term I’m 
optimistic.

“  I’m reasonably optimistic that some sensible 
deal for trading physical goods without significant 
tariff barriers will be reached between the 
UK and Europe”

— SIR DAVID CLEMENTI, CHAIRMAN, WORLD FIRST

London has many strengths beyond its standing in the EU – the rule of 
law, the English language, a history of openness, a strong multinational 
workforce. And there are a considerable number of problems with our 
rival financial centres. Paris is a great place to do business – if you’re 
French. Frankfurt is a boring and dull town – even the Germans don’t think 
much of it. So we are already ahead of the game.

Yet, however you voted, we are leaving the EU. We need to make a 
success of it – that’s certainly possible if we think globally and seize with 
both hands the opportunities that arise. ■

This is an abstract of his address to the World First Think Global summit  
in London on 11 October 2016
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